The structure and replication of kinetoplast DNA.
Kinetoplast DNA (kDNA), the mitochondrial DNA of flagellated protozoa of the order Kinetoplastida, is unique in its structure, function and mode of replication. It consists of few dozen maxicircles, encoding typical mitochondrial proteins and ribosomal RNA, and several thousands minicircles, encoding guide RNA molecules that function in the editing of maxicircles mRNA transcripts. kDNA minicircles and maxicircles in the parasitic species of the family Trypanosomatidae are topologically linked, forming a two dimensional fishnet-type DNA catenane. Studies of early branching free-living and parasitic species of the Bodonidae family revealed various other forms of this remarkable DNA structure and suggested the evolution of kDNA from unlinked DNA circles and covalently-linked concatamers into a giant topological catenane. The replication of kDNA occurs during nuclear S phase and includes the duplication of free detached minicircles and catenated maxicircle and the generation of two progeny kDNA networks that segregate upon cell division. Recent reports of sequence elements and specific proteins that regulate the periodic expression of replication proteins advanced our understanding of the mechanisms that regulate the temporal link between mitochondrial and nuclear DNA synthesis in trypanosomatids. Studies on kDNA replication enzymes and binding proteins revealed their remarkable organization in clusters at defined sites flanking the kDNA disk, in correlation with the progress in the cell cycle and the process of kDNA replication. In this review I describe the recent advances in the study of kDNA and discuss some of the major challenges in deciphering the structure, replication and segregation of this remarkable DNA structure.